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The Linear-throughput St>mantic Database !\lachine {LSD!\!) is an attempt to bring a massively
parallel database machine closer to realization . Tht> primary approach undertaken is to alleviate
t ht> traditional proct>ssor / disk split which leads to inefficiency by building a more homogeneous
database s~·stt>m in which processors and disks are combined together. The LSD!\! is based on a
distributed system of many processors , most of them equipped with a local cache memory and
a small disk dri\·e. The individual processors are connected by means of a hypercube network
topol ogy. Tht> database model employed for the proposed database computer is the Semantic
Binary !\lode!. Keywords: Parallel architecture. Database machine, Semantic binary database
model, Transputt>rs , :\lultitudinous secondary storage units.

1.

INTRODUCTIO!'I

A recent trend in database management systems is
to intro duce parallelism into computation in ordl'r to
achie\·e high throughput and fast response time. ~!any
architecture strategies and hardware alternatives for
database machines ha\·e been suggested or devel oped
utilizing parallelism in one form or another. Thl" ap proaches can be roughly classified into three catt>gories:
I . Tht> intelligt>nt secondary storage devices callt>d
Cellular-Logic devices . The approach is to build
more intt>lligence into the secondary storage by attaching processors to the read / write head of the
storage device. In this way, data processing can
be done entirely or partially on the device while
reducing the limitations o f convt>ntional storage
de \·ices . A number of database computers such
as C\SS:\1 [1 6). RAP [8), and RARES [7] which
expl oit tht>st> idt>as have been produced.
2. Associative memory systems have been introduced
into database machines. l'sing this approach,
the contents of all memory cells can be examined
and manipulatt>d simultaneously, while attaining
tremendous parallel processing power . An example nf this catt>gory is ST:\RAN !1 4].
:! . Tht> third ratt>gory includes the multiprocessor

database computers . The key idea is to achieve
Thi s ,.se1uch has been suppo rted in part by a grant fr o m the
Fl nrirla High Techn n l n ~y llnd lnrlustry Council.

parallelism by distributing the data among several
cooperating processors. The following are several
examples of research and commercial computers
utilizing this approach. GAMMA [4] is a multicomputer system consisting of a group of identical computers . MICRONET is a bus-structured
multiprocessor DBM . It uses a custom-built .MICRONET bus[l6] to connect a number of processors with the host system . Sl\13 [5] is the continuation and extension of 1\tJCRONET. In 5M3,
a hardware main memory switching technique is
used. DIRECT [3) is a system using multiprocessor, multi-disk, and multi-memory modules .
In general, all these approaches employ a number
of processing units and a few large disks in order to
increase the parallel processing power and the parallel
secondary storage accessing power. \\"ith the exception
of Cellula r-Logic devices , the emphasis has been put on
the inter-processor communication and the communication between the processors and the memory modules.
However, in the overall structure of the contemporary systems, the processing units are one group, and
the secondary storage units, possibly with some preprocessing power, a re another . The two groups are
connected by communication channels . The system's
formation is still "Processor- I/ O Channels-Secondary
Storage". The traditional 1/ 0 channel bottleneck is still
present. This problem remains no m atter how many
processo rs we add to the machine, because the throughput is dominated by the relatively poor performance of
the disk and channel.
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One can see tht' analogy between the processor / disk
split and the processor/ memory split 16] t h at lead s to
the von Neumann bottlt'nt'ck . Tht' 1/ 0 bottlent'ck pht>nomenon is caused by tht' incompatibility betwt'en t ht'
granularity of th e processi ng units and the granularity of the secondary storage unit s. For example, vari ous sys tems have many smal l capacity processors (e.g.
the Connection Machine 16]), but each processor is not
powerful enough t o efficiently deal with the secondary
storage alone . Therefore, in a typical implementati on
of a database machine , man y processors are grou ped
together to talk to the secondary storage units. Thus ,
the data has to be coll ec ted fr om the secondary storage devices and sent through 1/ 0 channels and then
distributed among the processors .
The existence of the Processor-Channel - Disk for mation prevent s ont' from building high degree of parallel processing power into database machines. To dra matically in crease the processing power of database m achines , a new parallel archi tect ure wh ich can efficientl y
accommodate a large number of processors and secondary storage un its is a necessity.

2.

THE PROP OSED PARALLEL ARCHITECTURE

Our current research attempts to introduce highly
parallel computing power into a database machi ne by

e-

Proc essor

F•gure 1 LSDM Hypercube Network

altering the Processor-C hannel - Disk formati on and removing th e I/ 0 bottleneck.
We suggest the following design principles :
1. The dat abase machine sh ou ld consist of many
fairl y powerful proce s~ors, each capahlt> of ha ndling , inde pend entl y, the data retri e\'ed by a
group of related sec on dar~· storagt· operations .
(Each processor can be furth er replaced by a
group of processors . But , since they act like a sin gle processor with rt'spect to the secondary stora~e
un its and other processors, we prefer t o treat t hem
virtu all y as a single processor in thi s context. )
2. In order t o util ize the locality, the secon dary storage shou ld con sist of man y small uni ts , each of
them associated with a processor in a physical
proximity. Thus, accesses to d ifferent secondary
sto rage areas will m ost likely be hand led concurrentl y by different secondary storage units .
3. Suitable da t abast' m o dt'l and implementation
strategies have to be selected to benefit the m os t
fr om the architt'cture patlt>rn - tht> data h a~ t o b t>
di stributed am ong t ht' st>c o ndar~· storagt> de,·ices
in such a way that the majority of the data stored
on a un it will be processed b~· tht' local associated
processor .
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\Ve propose here a new architecture concept, called
tht- Lint-ar-throughput St-mantic Database Machine
(LSD 1), which follows the above design principles and
attempts to alleviatt- the typical bottlenecks of contemporary database management systems. The LSDM consists of many, thousand [s), fairly powt-rful processors,
each equipped with a local memory and a small capacity, non -volati le storage (e.g., a 20 megabyte disk).
Figure 1 shows a rt-duced version of the database machint-. As mentioned before, each processor can actually be compost-d of a group of several processors at
a lower granularity level. However, this implementation detail is transparent at the system levt-1 which we
are currently dealing with (we chose to treat the entire
group as a single unit for simplicity reasons .) In order to
support load balancing and sharing of information, the
processors -disk units are mapped onto a tightly-coupled
communication network.
Each processor-memory-disk unit is similar to a
small independent computer and has its own basic operating system. There is no memory and secondary
storage sharing bt-tween the processors. A processor
can store and retrieve data to / from a remote disk unit
(which is not directly connected to it) by exchanging
mC'ssages with the processor ph ysically attached to the
dC'sirC'd unit through the inter-processor communication
network. Sinct- there are no global memories (main
or seconda r~· ), the bus contention or 1/ 0 channel contrntion existing in many systems are eliminated. At
this point, one may argue that the contention is merely
m oved to the inter-processor network . But , o nl y a small
pt-rcentage of data nt-t-ds to be moved through the network. Based o n the locality characterizing a subtransacti on performed by a processor, we foresee that only a
small porti on of the storage accesses will actually take
place bet ween a processor and remote storage units.
Therefore, the system configuration can grow to include
man~· processor-disk units and attain a high parallel
C<Jmputing powt-r . 1\loreover, since typically most of
the processor-disk units process different queries simul tl'lneously, the throughput will be high even when there
exists some contention in the network .
The usage of a large number of small secondary storage units brings st-veral advantages . First, it pro,·ides
ml'l~sivt-ly parallel 1/ 0 operations and rt-laxt-s tht- 1/ 0
bottleneck wh ic h exists in all database machint-s. Secnnrlly, since tht- number of units is largt- , eac h individual
unit can be small , thus provirling a potential to utilize
va rious st-condary storage techniqut>s , such as "b ubbl e
mC'mory" . \\' hen hardware cost allows, it is possihltto replace the entire secondary sto rage by main memor.v without down-grading the size of the database syslt>m. In otht>r words , the architecture provides a smooth
t ransition from a secondary-storage -based system to a
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main-memory-based system . Finally, due to the small
size of the secondary storage units , it is more convenient
to backup data, replace unit and recover from unit failure without significantly distu rbing the operation of the
system.
The database model and its implementation strategies have to ensure the locality of references to the secondary storage. It is the efficient inter-processor communication network which must be developed to maximize the communication capacity. The following two
sections discuss these issues .

3. THE SEMANTIC BINARY DATABASE MODEL
The choice of the database model and its implementation should satisfy the following requirements :
1. It should be a model which reflects the stateof-the-art in databases .
2. Its implementation shou ld facilitate parallel
processing.
3. The model has to offer a great deal of logical independency between logical items and
physical structure . This will allow a natural
distribution of data among the many physical storage units and will benefit the most
from the i}rchi teet ure.
4. The nature and the granularity of items
stored or retrieved have to be compatible
with the architecture granularity.
The database model chosen for the proposed database
computer is the Semantic Binary Model [10)
Since 1974[1), many semantic data models have been
studied in the Computer Science literature. Although
somewhat different in their terminology and their selection of tools used to describe the semantics of the real
world, they have several common principles . The advantages of the semantic models versus the Relational and
older models with respect to database design, database
maintenance, data integrity, conciseness of languages,
and ease of DML programming are known [10). The
semantic models have potential for much more efficient implementation than the conventional data models . This is due to two facts :
• All the physical aspects of representation of informat ion by data are user-transparent in the semantic models. This creates greater potential for
optimization: more things may be changed for efficiency considerations, without affecting the user
prog rams. The Relational 1\lodel has more data
independence than the older models, for example
the orde r of rows in the tables ( relations) is transparent to the user. The semantic models have yet

,
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mor~ user-transparency. For example, the representation of real-world entities by printable- values
is transparent to the user.

• In the- s~mantic mode-ls, the system knows more
about the- meaning of the user 's data and about
the meaningful connections between such data.
This knowledgt' can bt' utilized to organize the
data so that meaningful operations can be performed faster at the expense of meaningless operations .
In LSDM we use th~ Semantic Binary Model (SBM)

19], a descendant of the model proposed in ll] . This
model does not have as rich an arsenal of tools for semantic description as can b~ found in some other semantic models . Nevertheless , the SBl\1 has a small set
of sufficient simplt' tools by which all the semantic descriptors of the other models can be constructed . This
makes SBM easier to use for the novice, easier to implement, and usable for delineation of the common properties of the semantic models .
The semantic binary model represents the informa tion of an application's world as a collection of elemen tary facts of two types : unary facts categorizing objects
of the real world and binary facts establishing relation ships of various kind s between pairs of objects . The
graphical database scht'ma and the integrity constraints
determine what sets of facts are meaningful, i .e . can
comprise an instantaneous database (the database as
may be seen at some instance of timt'.)
The formal semantics of the semantic binary model
is defined in jlO] using the methodology proposed in jl 1].
The syntax and informal semantics of the model and its
languages (data definition, 4-th generation data manipulation , non -procedural languages for queries, updates,
specification of constraints, userviews, etc .) are given
in 19]. A non -procedural semantic databas~ language of
maximal theoretically-possible expressive power is giv!'n
in 112]. In th is language, one can specif~· every com ·
putable query, tran sacti on, constraint , etc .
In our implementation, the entire database, includ ing all indexing information , is represented by one logi cal coherent file partitioned into segments of sufficiently
small size, so that they may be stored in small disks.
The number of processor-disk formations is sufficient
to accommodate the totality of segments . An important property of the implementation is that for most
simple queries, the data needed to answer a query is
stored in a sequence of consecutive records, which localizes each simple query t o a particular processor-disk
unit in most cases . Thi s helps to reduce , significantly,
the traffic in the inter-proc!'ssor communiC"ation network
and the number of 1/ 0 operations on each unit.

4.
THE INTER-PROCESSOR COMMUNICATI O:'\
NETWORK

Due to it& wide bandwidth and high!~· regular wn ·
nections, a modification of then-cube topology has been
chosen to connect the network. Th~ n-cube I ) i i is de fined as follows : Each of the 2" nodes is label,ed .fr om 0
to 2" - 1 by a unique binary string of length n . Two nodes
are connected iff they differ in exactly one bit position .
Each processor- disk unit is a node in the hypercu be.
Since thi s is a tightly coupled inter-processor network , the communication protocol of the network will
be kept as simple as possible in order not to introduce
heavy overhead into the system. A three-l ayer prot ocol
is used, namel y, the processor layer , the intermed iate
layer , and the communication layer. In the processor
layer, the data appears in its original form. In th e in termediate layer, the data is partitioned into packets of
certain size. In the communication layer , each packet is
attached with a header which contains the destination
packt:t length and some oth~r informat ion, wh ich is th;
form of data actually being sent through the network .
The protocol can be bypassed under some special circumstances. For instance , when a large chunk of data
needs to be transferred between adjacent nodes in the
network, which happens during the d ynamiC' load bal ancing between the processor disk -units, the data is sent
in its original form direct )~· from the originator t o the
destination .
Practical considerations, such as heavy traffic be tween consecutive file fragments , dictate that nodes a ssociated with those fragments should be neighbors in
the network . Therefore, we need a linear ordering of
hypercube connections betwt"en thf' processors. This
facilitates sequential oprrations brtween nodes , as well
as random connections . Moreover, in order to supp ort
data backup , trouble shooting and module replaC"em ent,
sub-hy percubes should bt" represented in each sequence
by consecutive sub-sequences . For these reasons. w!'
have developed a hypercube sequencing alg ori thm;JJ·.

5.

LOGICAL PROCESSING OF TRANSA C'TIO!'\S

5.1. Efficiency of update transactions
A tnmsaction is a St"t ofinterrt'latt'd update request s
to be performed as one unit. Tramactions ar e generated by programs and by interadi,·e users. A tran saC'·
lion can be genl"rated by a program fragmf'nt C'ontain ing numerou s updatl" commands , interleaved with othn
computations . However, until the last command within
a transa('tion is ('omplt"ted , the updatt's are no\ phy si cally performf'd, but rathf'r accumulated hi' the DD\lS.
Upon compl!'tion of thf' transadion the DBl\IS C'h erh
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its integrity and then physicall y performs the upd ate.
The partial effects of the transaction may be inconsistent . Every program and user sees the database in a
consistent state: until the transaction is committed, its
effects are invisible.
A completed transaction is composed of a set of facts
to be deleted fro m the database, a set of facts to be
inserted into the database , and additional information
needed to verify that there is no interference between
transactions of. concurrent programs. If the verification produces a positive result, then the new instantaneous database is: ( (the-old-instantaneous-database)
- (t he-set-of-facts-to- be-deleted)) U (the-set-of-facts- tobe-inserted)
Efficient performance of update transactions is required , altho ugh more than one disk access per transact io n is allowed.
We employ no locking, but rather an optimistic concurrency control: just before the transaction is physi call y performed in the database, the DBMS will check
whether all the information retrieved by the user program during the generation of a transaction is still the
same, i.e. no other user's transaction has changed any
relevant data in the meanwhile .
The stream of completed transactions will proceed
in the DBMS through a set of filters : translation of
user-views and subschemas, integrity verification , non-

other queries and send them to ot her disks .

interference verification, logging, data encoding, etc.
~!any o f the filters can be implemented by separate
processors . After that , the transaction will be split
into subtransactions which will be performed on several
disks by their processors . After performing the subtransactio ns, the processors will respond to the transaction scheduler . If an y processor fails to execute its part
nf the transaction , the whole transaction is undone .

needed for the first step processing. Then, the intermediate results are sent to some other nodes , and so
on , until the final result is derived. Semantically, it is
crucially different , since one node usuall y acts as the
master processor for a particular query. Subqueries are
derived and sent fr om the mas ter processor to other
processors and the results are sent back to the master
processor and the final result is derived. These two basic methods can be used in a combined fashion . \V ith
the completion of a request , the results are sent to the
host nodes and eventually back to the users .
A small number of processor-disk units in the netwo rk may be used as contingency units . They are idle
in a normal operation situation. ·when an extremely
heavy load on a unit cau sed hy a burst of references to
the unit is detec t ed , one of th ose conti ngent units will
be used as a duplicate of the ove rloaded unit. Queries
that would be sent to the ove rl oad ed unit will be sent to
o ne of the two uni ts. In other words, each one of them
has approximatel y half of the load. Since the units are
small , the duplication of an arbitrary unit consumes a
reas onable amount of time. Some mechanism is still
to be develo ped in order to guarantee the consistency
between the duplicated units.
The processo rs that we are currently using are the
! NMO S transputers I2J.

5.2 . Queries
Queries are requests for retrieval of information.
They can be generated by interactive users or user programs.
ormally, when a transaction is generated by
a user prog ram , several queries are made in order to
decide the con te nts of the transacti on .
Queries will co me tu the physical part uf the DB~IS
in several st reams , through filters. These streams will
he indep end ent of the stream of completed transactions . After initial translation and filtering , the queries
will go through a multiplexer-integrator processo r. A
multiplexer-integrator will split a query into a set of
parallel and / or sequential suo-queries to he performed
hy different processors wi th different disks. \\'h en the
a nsw ers arrive , the n·~ults are integrated and sent to
outer lavers of the DB~IS. While waiting for the an swers , the multiplexer / integrator co ntinues to work on

6.

THE LOW LEVEL SYSTEM ASPECTS

The proposed system can either lend itself to a stand
alo ne database computer or wor ks as a backend computer connected to hosts . A number of processors in
the system will act as the host s or interfaces to user
hosts . In particular, nodes in certain symmetric points
in the hypercube are chose n as the interface nodes.
The processor-disk units comprising the machine
wor k simultaneously on different segments of the same
query and on concurrent queries as well , offering two
levels o f parallelism. The hosts receive streams of user's
requests . Each request is di spatched to the processor
having the best control of the rel evant fragments of the
database . The processor then deco mposes the request
into smaller operations and communicates them to subcontracting processors. The processors related to a request can commun icate with each other to get the data
necessary to carry out the operations concurrently. A
query can be processed in the syst em in different ways
depending on the characteristics of a particular query,
amount of data required to be transferred through the
inter-processor network , system load, etc . In some sense
it is anal ogous to systolic processing . A query is initially
sent to o ne or m ore relevant nodes which hold the data
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CONCLUSION

The LSDM has been desigm·d to allt>viate several
problems in contemporary database management systt>ms and to offer high prrformanre and reliahility. Th£'
large amount of coherent disk-processor units creatt' fer tile ground for data backup and failure recoYery with o ut
significant disturbance to the normal opt>ration of the
whole system . The architecture remains fea sible as the
number of disk -processor units comprising the machine
rise . The LSDI\i a tlt>mpts to exploit tht' emerging ad vantages of VLSl and is built from a few modular com ponents. Ust>r requests can bt> divided into fairly small
granules achieving two levels of parallelism : One is at
the request level. \\'hen the system is und er a ht>aY_Y
load, many requests are processt>d in parallel by different processo rs , and disks related to different requt>sts
are referenced in parallel also. An o ther is at a lower
level where each request is processed in parallel b~· sn eral processors using , in parallel, several disks . Finally,
the 1/ 0 bottleneck and its by-products are eliminated
since only several processo rs and disks are normally engaged in any given query ; reducing (on the average) the
1/ 0 interference between the requ ests.
One of the primary goals of lht> proposed arch itecture is to achieve a high throughput and approximat e
linearity of tht> throughput in th e d egree of parallelism .
Tht> throu11;hput is measured in the number of transac -
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